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   RADIO QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LISTING   
 
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the 

quarter specified.  This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to 

imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues. 
                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                      

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS(S)               2nd  Quarter of  2022 

 

April/2022 
 

 “CAUSE WE CARE”  :30 MIN. PSA SHOW (4/03/2022) 2 PARTS 

        

(1) Had a conversation with Jody Boyd from “SINGLETONS” (Parents who are Single 

w/Cancer)!  

! 

(2) PLUS …I TALKED WITH: Denise Kay re: “Connections in Homecare” …great 

program that prepares folks over 50 for the changes in getting older. 

 

 “CAUSE WE CARE”-  :30 Min. PSA Show (4/10/2022) 

 

(1) I had a great conversation with Steve Rosenstein the owner  from “The Duce”…an 

adult entertainment establishment raising funds for all month for “Food For 

Ukraine”! 

 

(2) Pat’s Run is coming up and I got Alex Garwood, CEO, and Dan Futrell the 

President of the Tillman Foundation, to talk to me about coming out of last year’s 

run done virtually because of Co-Vid, and…moving back to Sun Devil Stadium for 

the “Live Event” again! 

 

 “CAUSE WE CARE” :30 Min PSA SHOW (4/17/2022)  -2 PARTS 

 

1) Conversation with Shannon Clancy…CEO of St. Vincent DePaul about all the 

amenities offered for people having a hard time getting jobs, finding homes, etc. 
2) And I had a conversation with 4 people who are members of the Az. Gamblers 

Anonymous! They all explained their addiction and how they got there and 

continue to get out. Very open conversation on how Gambling Addiction ruined 

marriages, careers, and family associations! 
 



 

 “CAUSE WE CARE   :30 Min. PSA SHOW (4/24/2022)   2 PARTS 

 

(1) Chat with the Marketing Director of “Ballet Arizona” Leslie Marquez 

regarding the different show coming including “All Balenchine” about 

George Balanchine, the Father of American Ballet! 
 

(2) I got an update from Shante Saulsberry on the building of her project called 

“Janice’s Women Center! She’s building Center or Home for Homeless 

women and naming it after a lady she found homeless on a :Bus Bench” in 

Ahwatukee! 
 

MAY/2022 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 “CAUSE WE CARE :30 MIN. PSA SHOW (MAY 1st, 2022   

                             (2 PARTS) 

 
1) VETERAN’S DAY PARADE …General Conversation with an ole friend 

Paula Pedene who ..is the founder and  Exec. Director of the Veteran’s 
Day Parade for Phoenix! A conversation about how to enter, the history of  

                the parade and yes, they are having it this year after doing it virtually  
                last year! 
 

2) Talked with Reps from “C-2 Tactical, the largest shooting, teaching, and 
tactical gun range in Arizona. With all the attention on guns…the education 
on how to use them becomes all-important!  

3)  

 “CAUSE WE CARE”     30 Min. PSA SHOW  (May 8th 2022)  

 
    I enjoyed a 30-minute conversation with Kelsey Dickerson from the Arizona 
Humane Society. This organization’s impact on the Valley Community ios 
awesome. AHS and their Compassion Campus continue to be a bright light in 
adopting animals!  
                                                       

 
 
 
 
 

CAUSE WE CARE   :30 Min PSA SHOW (May 15th, 2022) 

 



       (1) … I had another conversation with Leslie Marquez of Az. Ballet regarding 
their upcoming performance in the round outside at Desert Botanical gardens.  
             This event is an annual affair that really draws huge crowds!!!! 
      (2)   “I talked with Dr. Donese Worden, a member of the   Arizona Naturopathic 
Medical Association. We discussed a new disorder that especially effects people 
in the Valley or anywhere the sun shines too much called “SEASONAL 
AFFECTIVE DISORDER”! It’s actually a  major depressive disorder with a 
seasonal pattern! TOO MUCH SUNSHINE!!  
 

( “CAUSE WE CARE”  30 Min PSA SHOW  (May 22ND 2022) … 

1) ”I talked with Kelsey Dickerson again about the many project coming up for 
the Az. Humane Society”! We discussed: 

           a) Don’t Kitnap Kittens”- What to do when you find a litter of kittens! 
           b) AHS Summer Camps 
           c) Pet Housing for Co-Vid Bound Families… 

2) …Further conversation with Paula Pedene   regarding the 2021 Veteran’s 
Day Parade!  The Parade is “Live” again this year and the Theme is: 

         “Honor Our  Heroes!” The Honor Our Heroes Nominee competition selects 
service members from different  Eras like World War II, The Korean War, The 
Vietnam War, Cold War, Desert Storm, etc. Good Show!! 
 

“CAUSE WE CARE:  30 Min. PSA SHOW (May 29th, 2022) 
 

1)  “I talked with Dr. Donese Worden, a member of the  
          Arizona Naturopathic Medical Association. We discussed a new disorder 
that especially affects people in the Valley or anywhere the sun shines too much 
called “SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER”! It’s actually a  major depressive 
disorder with a seasonal pattern! TOO MUCH SUNSHINE!!  
 

2) Another Conversation with Jody Boyd from “Singletons” ((Parents who are Single 

w/Cancer) as they fund raise and their organization grows! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JUNE/2022 



 

CAUSE WE CARE:  30 Min. PSA SHOW (June 6th, 2022) 
                            (2-Parts) 

1) Madison Theatre for the Arts…I talked to several reps about the 
future of this incredible facility that’s run by the Madison School 
District! All proceed from all the shows go to the district which is very 
unique! 

2) Scorpion Repel …Conversation with Tony Gonzalez the CEO of a 
company that came up with a solution for eliminating scorpions by 
blowing an invisible shell around your house so you never have to 
worry about scorpions again! 

 

CAUSE WE CARE: 30 Min. PSA Show  (June12th, 2022) 
 

1) Conversation with Kendall Otrobe, CEO of Premiere Labs 
Solutions! His company creates the vaccines for Co-Vid and gives 
the vaccinations to large companies. 

2) Gambler’s Ann. Of Arizona - Another chat with 4 different people 
who are addicted to Gambling and in the process of healing. 
Emotional! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


